
How to Select The Best Private Engineering College in India? 

 

Engineering is also known as B. Tech or Bachelor of Technology and it is unquestionably the 

most popular study and career field in India. Several hundreds of thousands of students straight 

out of school head for engineering admissions every year in India. To tap this huge demand for 

B. Tech studies, many private engineering colleges and universities have mushroomed across 

the country. Today, the difficulty for the B. Tech aspirants is that how to select the best private 

engineering college in India out of the many choices available before them. 

 

We have mentioned below some simple yet effective ways to choose the best private 

engineering institution in India: 

 

 See that the faculty members in a B. Tech college must be adequate in number and 

learned. There should be an adequate number of full-time professors to maintain the 

student-teacher ratio. They must be highly qualified, preferably Ph.D., or at least be 

having a master degree in their discipline. They should also have published some 

research papers or books. 

 

 The infrastructure must be state-of-the-art having spacious classrooms, labs, 

auditoriums, seminar halls, sports complex, cafeteria, etc. The facilities like filtered 

drinking water, clean toilets, free WiFi, transportation, camera surveillance, etc., should 

be present in the campus. These things help in creating a supportive learning 

environment. 

 

 Placement record of the college must be bright with maximum students getting campus 

offers and decent packages. This denotes a high level of education in the institution. See 

whether reputable companies are invited to the campus or not. 

 

 You may refer to college rankings from credible sources such as the MHRD, Govt. of 

India and India Today. These rankings take into account several important factors for 

qualitatively rating the colleges. 

 

 Make sure that the private engineering institution or university in which you are seeking 

admission is duly recognized by the UGC and accredited by the AICTE or NBA. This 

provides the institution legal validity. 

 

Sanskriti University in Uttar Pradesh is an established B.Tech University in UP  . The university 

offers many engineering courses, along with management studies and polytechnic diplomas. It is 

counted among the best B. Tech universities in Delhi NCR. 

 

 

http://www.sanskriti.edu.in/school-of-engineering

